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MOVABLE WORKING CHAIR, PARTICULARLY 
FOR DENTISTS 

This invention relates to a movable working chair, 
particularly for dentists, having an operating device 
working against restoring means with which the chair 
when loaded is movable from a “moving position” into 
a “braking position” and when unloaded is movable 
from the “braking position" into the “moving posi 
tion”. '. 

Particularly in medical technology it is often desir 
able to fix a working chair while it is seated firmly on 
the floor, the chair being generally movable mostly by 
rollers. In a known chair of this type this is possible by 
supporting the chair while providing height adjustment 
by means of a supporting tube in the pedestal part of 
the chair, whereby the free end of the supporting tube 
when unloaded is located at a short distance from the 
floor. When the seat is loaded the supporting tube is 
moved downwardly against the action of a spring until 
its free end lies upon the floor and holds the chair like 
a brake. When the chair is unloaded the supporting 
tube is again raised from the ?oor by the spring. The 
chair is then again in the moving position in which it 
can be freely moved upon its rollers. ‘ ’ 

A drawback of this chair is that the user in order to 
move the chair must be removed from the seat during 
the entire movement procedure either entirely or at 
least to such an extent that the free end of the support 
ing tube will be raised sufficiently from the floor. Thus 
this makes it necessary for the user to assume an unsat 
isfactory body position which will become tiring. 
An object of the present invention is to provide a 

movable chair of the described type which will not have 
‘ this drawback. The chair of the present invention 

‘ should, on the one hand, prevent an undesired shifting 
during seating but, on the other hand should be shift 
able from the seating position into another position 
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without it being necessary for the user to raise himself 1 
from the seat in the above-described manner. ~ 

In the accomplishment of the objectives of the pr'es- ; 
ent invention it was suggested to provide a working 
chair with a stop device released by hand or foot by 
means of which the operating device can be stopped in 
the moving position. Then the user has the possibility 
to brake the chair while being seated or to shift it while 
“seated. Contrary to the prior art chair, the user is not 
required to be raised from the chair into the above 
described unsatisfactory body position during the shift 
ing. If according to a further embodiment of the pres 
ent invention the stop device is so constructed or ar 
ranged that the operating device can be also stopped in 
the braking position, then a further drawback of the 
prior art device is eliminated, namely, that during seat 
ing the chair which is then still in the moving position 
can possibly slide from its original location and be 
braked in another undesired location. As a rule this 
would require a correction in the location of the chair 
by the above described unsatisfactory body position. 
According to a further embodiment of the present 

invention it is suggested that the stop device be pro 
vided with preselecting means by the use of which the 
stopping and the release of the operating device can be 
set in advance. The preselecting means can be so con 
structed that the stopping and the release can be set in 
dependently from the position of the chair and the load 
upon the seat. Then the user has the possibility inde 
pendently from the present location of the chair in the 
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2 
moving or braking position to determine for further use 
either the moving position or the braking position. 
The invention will appear more clearly from the fol 

lowing detailed description when taken in connection 
with the accompanying drawing showing by way of ex 
ample only, a preferred. embodiment of the inventive 
idea. 

IN THE DRAWING: 

5 FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic perspective view of the 
movable working chair of the present invention. 
FIG. 2 is a section along the line II — II of FIG. 1 on 

a larger scale. 1 - 

FIG. 1 illustrates diagrammatically-a movable work 
ing chair with a base I upon which is supported by a 
spring or similar adjusting device a seat 2 which is mov 
able in height and carries an arm support 3. The height 
adjusting device is not described further herein since it 
is unimportant for the present invention. The seat 2 is 
carried by a supporting tube 4 which is movable verti 
cally in the base 1 and is engaged by returning means. 
A swinging lever 5 is a part of a device shown in FIG. 
2 by means of which two positions can be set, namely 
a stop position and a release position for an operating 
device. 
FIG. 2 shows details of the support of the tube 4 as 

well as details of the above-mentioned device and of 
the operating device. The tube 4 is slidably mounted in v 
a carrier 7 of the base 1 and has at its lower free end : 
a brake bumper 8 which when placed upon the ?oor 26 i ' 
prevents the chair from shifting (braking position). 
Two plastic sleeves 9 and 10 are used to guide the tube ' 
4 in the carrier 7. Upon the supporting tube 4 are ?xed 
a first supporting ring 11 engaged by a pressure spring 
12 and a second supporting ring 13 which engages a 
notched bolt 14. The pressure spring 12 which substan 
tially compensates for the weight of the tube 4 and the 
seat 2 mounted thereon, is supported in the-carrier 7 by 
a safety ring 15 and an intermediate disc 16. The parts 
4, 8 to 12 and 15, 16 can be described as the operating 
device by means of which the chair can be brought 
from a moving position into a braking position and vice 
versa. With the device described hereinafter the oper 
ating device can be stopped in the moving position. 
The device includes a notched bolt 14 which is sup 

ported in a bearing holder 17 so as to be shiftable radi 
ally to the tube 4. The bolt 14 has a recess 27 wherein 
a pressure pin 18 is movably mounted. The pin 18 is 
supported by a pressure spring 19 against the bolt 14. 
The pin 18 engages an excenter disc 21 which is adjust 
able by a shaft 21 mounted in the support 7 and carry 
ing the swinging lever 5. A pin 22 is carried by the exc 
enter disc 20; upon that pin hangs a draw spring 23 
serving as the return element for the excenter disc 20. 
A nut 24 is screwed upon the bolt 14 and has a front 
surface engaged by a further pressure spring 25 which 
is supported by an inner 'side of the bearing holder 17. 
The notched bolt 14 is generally round but has a 
slightly inclined front side engaged by the tube 4. Its 
outer surface has a notch 28 upon which the ring 13 is 
supported. - 

In the position shown in FIG. 2 the brake bumper 8 
is raised from the supporting surface or floor 26. The 
swinging lever 5 is located in the stop position. The exc 
enter disc 20 presses the pin 18 as far as possible into 
the recess 27 of the bolt 14. In this position the spring 
19 is compressed to the greatest possible extent. The 
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result is that the bolt 14 is pressed against the outer sur 
face of the tube 4. The nut 24 can be used to change 
the spring force of the spring 25 acting against the 
spring 19. Thus the pressure force of the bolt 14 against 
the tube 4 can be changed. 
By the engagement of the lower edge of the bolt 14 

with the ring 13 the tube 4 and thus the seat are 
stopped from a downward movement. The chair is thus 
located in a locked moving position. If the lever 5 is 
swung it will be moved into the unlocking position. The 
pin 18 will be pressed by the spring 19 out of the recess 
27. Furthermore the spring 25 acting through the nut 
27 upon the bolt 14, will move it so far from the tube 
4 that the front edge of the bolt 14 will lie outside of 
the moving range of the ring 13. When the seat 2 is 
loaded the tube 4 can move downwardly to such an ex 
tent that the brake bumper 8 will press firmly against 
the floor 26 (braking position). When load upon the 
seat is removed the springloaded tube 4 will move auto 
matically upwardly into the moving position. 
With the swinging lever 5 it is possible to select in ad 

vance the positions stop and release independently 
from the load on the chair and independently from the 
position in which the chair is then located. If for exam 
ple, the position stop is selected during seating, namely, 
when the chair is loaded, the bolt 14 is pressed toward 
the supporting tube. Then a short weight discharge of 
the seat (without raising from the seat) is sufficient to 
permit the ring 13 to slide over the edge of the spring 
engaged bolt 14. When the seat is loaded the lower side 
of the ring 13 lies again at the notch 28 of the bolt 14 
and thus prevents the sinking of the supporting tube 4 
into the braking position. 
According to a further advantageous development of 

the above-described chair the operating device 4, 8 to 
12, 15, 16 can be so constructed that the supporting 
tube 4 can be stopped by the bolt 14 in addition to the 
moving position also in the braking position. Then the 
supporting tube 4 is provided with a further ring which 
when in the braking position lies against the lower edge 
of the bolt 14 having no inclined surface. 
Thus there are the following possibilities of use: 

A. Operating device can be stopped only in the moving 
position. 

1. Seat has no load. Lever 5 is in the position stop. 
When seat is loaded the chair is held in the moving po 
sition and thus is freely movable. 

2. Seat has no load. Lever 5 is in the position release. 
When seat is loaded the chair is moved from the mov 
ing position into the braking position. When seat is un 
loaded the chair moves automatically into the moving 
position. 

3. Seat is loaded. Lever 5 is moved from release to 
stop. Seat is unloaded for a short time. After renewed 
loading conditions take place described above under 1. 

4. Seat is loaded. Lever 5 is moved from stop to re 
lease. Seat is unloaded and after renewed loading con 
ditions take place described above under 2. 

B. Operating device can be stopped also in the braking 
position. 

1. Seat is unloaded. Lever 5 is in the stop position. 
(As use in A.l). 
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2. Seat is unloaded. Lever 5 is in the release position. 

(As use in A.2). ' 
3. Seat is loaded. Lever 5 is moved from release to‘, 

stop. When seat is unloaded it remains in the brakin 
position. , 

4. Seat is loaded. Lever 5 is moved from stop to re 
lease. (As use in A.4). . 

The brake bumper 8 is so constructed that it can be ' 

used for hard as well as soft floors and grounds. By 
placing the swinging lever 5 upon the base 1 it can be 
easily reached by foot from usual sitting positions. Thus 
a moving position or a braking position can be selected 
by a person placed on the seat. Obviously a preselec 
tion is also possible when the chair has no load. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A movable working chair, particularly for dentists, . 

comprising a base having means for rolling the chair 
along the floor, a seat and a support member carrying 
said seat, brake means connected to said support mem 
ber for movement from a release position wherein 
brake means is spaced from the floor to a braking posi-1 
tion wherein the brake means engage the floor in re- ‘ 

sponse to loading of said seat, restoring means for mov 
ing said brake means from the braking position to the 
release position in response .to unloading of said seat, 
and stop means movable between a retracted and ex- ‘ ‘ 

tended position for selectively blocking movement of a 
said brake means, and stop means in said retracted .po-. 
sition permitting movement of said brake means be 
tween said braking and release positions, and in said ex- . 
tended position permitting movement of said brake 
means only. from said braking position to said release 
position, said stop members having connected thereto 
manually operable preselecting means for biasing said 
stop means into either one of said retracted and ex 
tended positions irrespective of the ‘position of said 
brake means and the seat’s load. 

2. A working chair according to claim 1, wherein said ‘ 
support member comprises a supporting post carried . 
by said base and vertically movable therein, said post ‘ 
having a lower end adapted to engage the floor for. 
braking the chair, said stop means comprising a 
notched bolt extending substantially radially to said 
post to engage and disengage with said post, a pin slid 
ably engaging said bolt, a ?rst resilient means posi 
tioned between said pin and said bolt for urging said . 
bolt into the extended position and a second resilient 
means positioned between said bolt and said base for‘ ‘ 
urging said bolt into retracted position, said preselect 
ing means having a first setting for enabling said first 
resilient means to overcome the urging of said second 
resilient means, whereby said bolt is biased toward said 
extended position, said preselecting means having a‘ 
second setting for enabling said second resilient means 
to overcome the urging of the ?rst resilient means, 
whereby said bolt is biased toward said retractable po 
sition. ‘ 

3. A working chair according to claim 2, wherein said 
preselecting means comprises a swingable lever and an 
excentrically mounted. disc connected with said lever 
and having an outer surface engaging said pin for 
changing the compression of said ?rst resilient means. i V 

* * * * * 


